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06-28-2020  

LASD Deputy Involved Shooting (DIS) at 15938 Atkinson Avenue, Gardena.  
 
The following information is based on facts determined from an investigation into 
the incident described.  The investigation is ongoing and as witnesses are 
interviewed, evidence is analyzed and reports are reviewed, our understanding of 
the facts may change.  The details described below accurately reflect the facts as 
we currently know them. 
 
On June 28, 2020, at approximately 10:40 pm, two deputies assigned to Transit 
Services Bureau, noticed a vehicle driving erratically at a high rate of speed.  The 
deputies initiated a traffic stop of the vehicle on the southbound 405 freeway, near 
Redondo Beach Boulevard.   
 
The driver, Erik Hudson, a 31 year-old Los Angeles resident, stopped his vehicle on the 
right shoulder of the southbound 405 freeway, north of Redondo Beach Boulevard.  The 
passenger deputy approached the vehicle to make contact with Hudson.   
 
Upon contacting him, Erik Hudson suddenly accelerated his vehicle, exited the freeway, 
and fled from the deputies.  The deputies followed, ultimately reacquired the vehicle and 
initiated a vehicle pursuit.     
 
Hudson drove east on Redondo Beach Boulevard as the deputies continued the pursuit.  
After he ran the red light at Crenshaw Boulevard, Hudson drove north on Atkinson 
Avenue and stopped, near the end of the street.   
 
After deputies stopped and exited, they ordered Hudson out of his vehicle.   Instead, 
Hudson accelerated in reverse and struck the east curb.  Hudson proceeded forward at 
a high rate of speed toward the passenger deputy, striking the front end of the patrol car 
and a deputy involved shooting occurred.  The passenger deputy fired nine shots at Erik 
Hudson. 
 
Following the shooting, Hudson crashed his vehicle into an unoccupied parked vehicle, 
a short distance from where the shooting occurred.  Hudson was taken into custody 
without further incident, at the location of the collision.   
 
Los Angeles County Fire Department Paramedics responded to provide emergency 
medical treatment.  Erik Hudson sustained two gunshot wounds to his right arm, a 
gunshot wound to his left thumb, and a grazing gunshot wound to his right ear.  He was 
transported to Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, where he was treated for non-life 
threatening injuries.   
 
No deputies or other civilians were injured as a result of the incident.   
 
Subsequently, the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office charged Erik Hudson 
with assault with a deadly weapon on a peace officer, felony evading and possession of 
a controlled substance.    
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LASD Homicide investigators responded to the scene to conduct interviews, 
follow up and process the scene.  Representatives from the Internal Affairs 
Bureau (IAB), the Office of the Inspector General (OIG), and the Los Angeles 
County District Attorney’s Office, Justice System Integrity Division (JSID) also 
responded and monitored the investigation. 
 
Once completed, the criminal investigation will be forwarded to the District 
Attorney’s Office to determine if the force used by the involved personnel 
violated any criminal laws.  Once the District Attorney’s Office investigation is 
completed, the LASD will evaluate the actions of the personnel within the 
application of policy, procedures and tactics. 
 
Anyone with information regarding this incident is encouraged to call Sheriff’s 
Homicide at 323-890-5500.  Anonymous tips may be received through 
CRIMESTOPPERS at 800-222-8477. 
 
 

*** UPDATE *** 

The employee involved in the deputy involved shooting has been identified as Deputy 

Jonathan Alvarez. 

 


